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Dushnik and Mikr detirw tht: dimension of a partially crderc-d set X, denoted dim X, 
as the smallest positive integLi f for whkh thckre xist t linear estcnsions of X whose inter- 
saztion is the partial ordertng OF A’. Hiraguchi proved that ifr-t 2 2 and 1x1 G 2rt + 1, then 
dim X Q. n. dogart, Trotter and Kim& have gsven a forbidden c-•bposet characteriza?ion 
of Htraguchi”s Inequality by determining for c’at:h II 2 2, the mir lnum collection of 
pow5 (?,r surh that if 1x1 Ln + 1, the iiim X < n unless X co .tains one of the poscts 
from c,. Although &I = 24, for each II > 4, elr contains only the crown $fH -- the poset 
consisting of all 1 element and It -- i ekoment subsets of an ra element set ordered by in- 
clusion. In this pape:, we consider a variar:t CJ~’ dimension, caHeC interval dimension, and 
prove 3 forbidden subprlset chtiracerlzation c>f H;raguchi’s inequality for interval dimen- 
sion: If rt 2 2 and $2 d 2n -+ k, the interval dimension of X is less than n C:nless X con- 
tsms so,. 
“. 
:,set W f-a- which Idim X = I is cakd an in:erval order. tn this 
te an M element chain by n a;ld tfile free sum of posets 
is n&a:ion VW have the following character- 
ization theorem for inter\ al orders. 
1 is paper we fill find it convenier;t o use the concept of the join 
of two posets X and Y, denoted X @ Y. As defined in [ 8 1) X @ Y is the 
set whose point set is the same as the free sum X + Y. However to 
rtiai order on X + Y, we add the re’ation x < _V for ever)t x E X, 
. (This poset is what Birkhoff c&k the texicographic sum of X and 
the poset 2.) kt is easy to SW that dim x‘@ Y = max{dim X, 
Y = max{ldim X, Idim Y). 
uchi’s theorem and forbidden subposets 
In 1955, iraguchi [ 5 ] proved the following theorem. 
X is said to be irreducible if dim/X -- x) < dim X t’or every 
e notat*~on i ?-o- 
This “forbidden subposet” characterization of NiragucLi’s Inequality 
ifficult to prove. The most difficult aspect of the proof is to 
re are 21 irreducible posets of dimension three 
ere are no irreducible posets of dimension four on 
nine points. 
From the inequski given in Section 1 and the characterization 
theorem for interval drders, we conclude: 
The primary purpose of this paper is 40 prove a forbidden subposet 
characterization of th!is inequality .vhich will avoid much of the pathol- 
ogy encountered in the proof of Theorem 2.3. We wI. 1 also obtain new 
inequalities for interval dimension; for some of these me will also ob- 
tain forbidden subposet l:haracterizations. 
3. Some preiiminary inequalities 
We begin this section b starting a number of inequalities for ordinary 
and interval dimension. Proofs may be found in [ 1,2,5,6,9, I3 I. 
t” comment that all the inequalities of Theorem 3.1 are knawn to 
ble except statement (8). 
y be distirW points of a psset X; we ssy that x and .)-’ have 
oldings in X if z > .Y iff 2 > _V for every *: E X -- ix, jl) and 
-gxiffz<):foreve~fEX- L {s. J’). The folfo4~g stateme 
ed in f9]. 
or i val dimension we have the following variant of ‘Theorem 3.2. 
t F be an interval coordinatization of X -.’ _V of length f = 
xtend F to X by defining F(x) = FQ). 
have the same holdings Gut .Y > _I*, then the 
ecrease the interval dirnensiorn of X by one. 
special case where this situation OCCWL 
of Theorem 3. holds for interval dinwwio~r. 
to satisfy if z > u implies 
ies J* < Q. 
iately from the c 
The f&owing the0 em then fsllows easily from Lemma 3.6 an 
Theorem 3.1(Z). 
We now derive a generalization of Th em 3.1(M). IfA is an a 
chain of a poset X, w let X,(A) = (x x>aforsomeaE A} 
) = {x E X: x < for some a E A). Note that if A is a maximal 
ain, then X = X,(A) u A u Xl_(A) is a partition of X. 
Let F be an interval coordinatization of length t of%-- (A) 
an interval coo dinatization 0f I 11s for X - x,(A). thout 
loss of generality, we ssume s < t. Ifs , define G(x) [i) = Ckx)(s) 
for every s E X -- A) and integer d with s < d < t. 
x 2 b implies x = a or x = b, then u is said 
is called i1 COWf. The of a i’3ver is the 
we a co~vers x. y covers E,, a 
oval 9f a cover of rank zero or me reds 
one. For interval dimensim we kwe: 
in&xval rzoordinatization of - {(P, hj of length f. 
cholose intervals I=(a)(i) and ‘(b)(i) so that x > y 
) b R?j) (i). Let P denote the partial order on A’. 
e the partial order on X - {a, b} defined by .Y > y in 
1 is an extension of the mtrictkn of P tlo 
1 
= (x E X: x <: b in 
an interval S200r 
coordinatization of 
k one may reduce t 
val dimension by Wo 8s t 
in this section ith a lemma which will be essential in our for- 
bidden subposet cl~aracterization f Theorem 3.7. 
tichain we conclude c%n X < BI from 
maximal and that X,(A) If @I # 
,(A) with .y Ip*, trten 
(A) where X0, y satisfies gro- 
.q,. y*)) G 1 (ri -. 2) = tI -- 1. 
X,(A) are greater tha 
rems 3.7 and 3.8, we have I imX<n - 1. 
now assume that eithe J = or 
rn Theorem 3. 
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ension 
1 -- ij, , x2 ) and decrease the 
e are now rea state and ~,WLJ our forbidden subposet charac- 
~~a~u~~~j’s inequaii t imension. It is interest- 
I find it necessary to restrict 
roof. Our argument i y induction on II. Theorem I. F implies that the 
result holds for ~1 = 2. ow assume validity if /I < k and suppose tt = 
k*123. 
it is easy to see that we may assume without loss of generality that 
1XI = 2rr d- 1 and the width of X is ~1. Suppose first th:\t there exists a 
n~axir~~lll~ antkhain A = (al. q, . . . . a,, ) for which X,(/I j -I= 0 # &(A ). 
Then we may also acsume that X,(A) = {.I-~~ A-~, ...+ X, is a maximum 
ain, X, (A j = {_I*). .I* < N,, ) and _I* /U 1. Sine u,, ,r* . p then a cover oC 
c”r0, we label the remaining points SO tha {.q, .X2* ..*, .I$ _. 1) u 
Iq l Qp ‘**T Q,, .__ 1 1 form a t‘c?py of SR _ 1 witlh X1 coverin,g Uj iff i St i for 
everyi,jGrr - 11. 
iir s f, u 1 satisfies property M, and 
_ Suppose X --- {q. al, tin) is not 
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